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RESEARCH ARTICLE

On the projected changes in New Zealand’s wave climate and
its main drivers
João Albuquerque a, Jose A. A. Antolínez b, Fernando J. Méndez c and
Giovanni Coco a

aSchool of Environment, University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand; bDepartment of Hydraulic
Engineering, Faculty of Civil Engineering and Geosciences, Delft University of Technology, Delft,
Netherlands; cDepartamento de Ciencias y Técnicas del Agua y del Medio Ambiente, E.T.S.I de Caminos,
Canales y Puertos, Universidad de Cantábria, Santander, Spain

ABSTRACT
Wave climatologies from historical and projected simulations of the
ACCESS1.0, MIROC5 and CNRM-CM5 Global Circulation Models
(GCM) were sourced from the Coordinated Ocean Wave Climate
Project (COWCLIP) and downscaled using the SWAN wave model.
Biases between GCM’s historical simulations and a regional hindcast
were assessed, and the two best-performing models (ACCESS1.0,
MIROC5) had their projections analysed. A general increase in wave
height and period was observed along the south/west, together
with a decrease in Hs along the north/east coasts. The projected
near-term (NEA21C) period shows mostly a Hs increase, whilst for
the long-term (END21C) period, increased and decreased Hs are
present. The areas of statistically significant changes are larger in the
END21C than in the NEA21C period. The wave direction change is
counter-clockwise along the west and clockwise along the east
coasts. This study is a first assessment of historical and projected
GCM-forced waves along New Zealand and the database we
generated can be of great value for renewable energy research, risk
assessment and the mitigation of future coastal hazards.
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1. Introduction

The interest in the effects of climate change over the present wind-waves has increased in
recent years. Anticipating the potential alterations of wind wave characteristics has
become crucial to define strategies of mitigation and adaptation for future coastal
hazards, in order to minimise their impact on the economy, society and environment.

New Zealand’s shorelines are exposed to a variety of high-energy wave climates, such
as the Tasman Sea, and the Pacific, Southern and Indian Oceans. Waves interact
with both natural and artificial coastal features and are the main drivers of beach mor-
phodynamics processes such as erosion or accretion. The intensity of such processes is
modulated by the seasonal changes in meteorological conditions, which can be inten-
sified or diminished by atmospheric anomalies (Masselink and Pattiaratchi 2001;
Ashok et al. 2007; Kidston et al. 2009; Griffiths 2011).
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A number of studies assisted in the understanding of how atmospheric anomalies
influence the wind wave climate at the global and regional scales and how often they
occur (Cox and Swail 2001; Ashok et al. 2007; Stopa et al. 2013; Marshall et al. 2018).
In New Zealand, the wave systems present along the west coast are a combination of
wind-sea waves generated by the predominant westerlies and swells generated in the
Indian and Southern oceans, the latter also reaching the south and southeast coasts.
The northeast coast is mostly exposed to wave systems generated by northeasterly
winds, but also shows developing southwesterly wave systems off this coast due to wes-
terly winds (Gorman et al. 2003b; Rueda et al. 2019; Albuquerque et al. 2021). Studies
have found a number of atmospheric indices (i.e. an index that describes the state and
changes of the climate system) associated with the wave climate around New Zealand.
For example, large positive anomalies (. 7) of the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI)
(Chen 1982) characterise La Niña events, which increase the occurrence of northeasterly
winds, and consequently waves along the east coasts of the North Island. The negative/El
Niño phase of the SOI has the opposite effect, increasing the southwesterly winds and
waves that reach the south and west coasts of New Zealand (Gordon 1986). The Southern
Annular Mode (SAM) causes an easterly wind anomaly on the austral summer, anoma-
lous northeasterly (northwesterly) winds along the North (South) Island during the
austral winter (Kidston et al. 2009), and an increased frequency of tropical cyclones
undergoing extra-tropical transition near New Zealand during its positive phase
(Diamond and Renwick 2015). The Dipole Mode Index (DMI), also known as Indian
Dipole Mode weakens (enhances) the storm-track over the northern (southern) New
Zealand during the austral winter on its positive phase while the opposite occurs
during its negative phases (Ashok et al. 2007; Griffiths 2011). A wave height increase
is observed throughout the west and southern coasts of New Zealand during negative
phases of the Zonal Wave-number-3 Pattern (ZW3) due to the associated zonal flow
(Godoi et al. 2016). Finally, as described in Rueda et al. (2019), the Maiden–Julien Oscil-
lation (MJO) (Madden and Julian 1971), influences regional circulation and climate in
the New Zealand region. Such influence is associated with smaller waves throughout
the country during phases 6 and 7, and an increase in the wave height along either the
northeast or the southeast coasts during phases 2 and 3.

Regardless of the contribution of all the aforementioned studies, how the long-term
changes in global temperature are likely to affect the atmospheric circulation in the
twenty-first century, and consequently the waves throughout New Zealand, remains
uncertain. The refinement of global circulation models (GCMs) during the fifth phase
of the Climate Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) (Taylor et al. 2012) allowed
for assessments of the future variability of atmospheric parameters such as storm pat-
terns, temperature and precipitation under different representative concentration path-
ways (RCP) scenarios (Favre and Gershunov 2009; Moss et al. 2010; Sillmann et al.
2013; Feng et al. 2014). However, the ocean component of such models does not
account for wave generation processes, as well as the feedback of such processes into
the atmosphere (Cavaleri et al. 2012; Couvelard et al. 2020). As the wind forcings of
GCMs were employed to generate global (Mori et al. 2010; Hemer et al. 2013) and
local wave climate projections (Lionello et al. 2008), a coordinated effort to design a fra-
mework to conduct these simulations, as well as comprehensively assess models’ results
and uncertainties was established by the Coordinated Ocean Wave Climate Project
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(COWCLIP) (Hemer et al. 2012) project. As a result, many of the following dynamical
and statistical wave climate projections studies (Erikson et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2015;
Hemer and Trenham 2016; Mentaschi et al. 2017; Timmermans et al. 2017; Camus
et al. 2017; Semedo et al. 2018; Bricheno and Wolf 2018) contributed to a comprehensive
assessment of robustness and uncertainties of wind wave projections (Morim et al. 2019).

The projected changes along the Southern Ocean are driven by a southward shift and
intensification of the westerly jet as well as a poleward shift of the high-pressure sub-tro-
pical ridge (Hemer et al. 2013; Collins et al. 2013) (sub-tropical high hereinafter), which
restricts the extra-tropical storm tracks to higher latitudes. However, these shifts are
modulated by factors such as the GCMs’ present bias of the westerly jet location
(Barnes and Polvani 2013), ozone recovery (Arblaster et al. 2011), as well as the coher-
ence of eddy feedbacks (Simpson et al. 2012) and upper-level meridional temperature
gradient changes (Rivière 2011).

Among the converging findings, an increase in the storm activity along the higher lati-
tudes of this area was observed by Taylor et al. (2012) in an analysis of the projected
climate for the end of the century. Dobrynin et al. (2012) have also identified an increase
in wind speeds and wave heights towards the end of the century while analysing global
CMIP5 projections from an earth-system model under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. Similar
findings were also observed by Wang et al. (2014) along latitudes south of 45◦S
towards the year 2100 in an analysis of a statistical ensemble of 20 CMIP5 models for
the RCP8.5 scenario. The agreement between these studies was quantified by Hemer
et al. (2013) as an increase in wave height of approximately 7.1% (8.1% during winter)
along the Southern Ocean area. The increase in the extreme events along the same
area was found to range between 5% and 15% by Meucci et al. (2020).

It should be noted that, despite the GCMs ability to reproduce tropical cyclones, the
resolution of the projections (∼1.5◦) is relatively coarse to accurately simulate the inten-
sity and size of such storms (Camargo and Wing 2016). Likewise, despite the wave field
resolution of these studies (∼1◦) be sufficient to propagate the wave energy at the global
scale, it is usually not able to properly represent the physical processes that occur as the
waves interact with shallow waters, such as refraction, depth induced breaking and
bottom friction among others. Therefore, such wave data is not suitable for a proper
assessment of the nearshore wave climate changes along different time slices and
forcing scenarios, as well as the corresponding coastal impacts.

The present study aims to provide the first assessment of the projected nearshore
changes in the wave climate of New Zealand, focussing on a range of time slices and
RCP scenarios. We used the SWAN (Booij et al. 1999) wave model to downscale
global WAVEWATCH III (WW3) simulations sourced from the COWCLIP project
(Hemer et al. 2012). These wave simulations were run for three different models
(ACCESS1.0, MIROC5 and CNRM-CM5), along three different time slices (1986–
2005, 2026–2045 and 2081–2100) and two representative concentration pathways scen-
arios (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). From the three models downscaled, the two best-performing
models in the historic period (1986–2005) had their projections analysed whilst the third-
performing model has been included in the supplementary material for the sake of com-
pleteness. Throughout the rest of the paper, the data and methods used in this study are
described in Section 2, while our results are presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we
discuss our findings and our final remarks are presented in Section 5.
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2. Data and methods

2.1. Bathymetry

In order to properly resolve the physical processes that occur during the wave/bottom
interaction in shallow waters, an accurate bathymetric database is required. We used a
high-resolution (250 m) bathymetry provided by the National Institute of Water and
Atmospheric Research (NIWA). This database was compiled from a series of multi-
and single-beam data surveys carried out by NIWA, Land Information New Zealand
(LINZ) and a number of international surveying vessels from countries such as the
United States of America, France, Germany, Australia and Japan (Mitchell et al. 2012).

2.2. Historical wave hindcast

The wave climate database used in this study to estimate the GCM’s uncertainties is a
regional hindcast of the NewZealand area (20yhcast hereinafter), carried out by Albuquer-
que et al. (2021) and available at https://coastalhub.science/data. This database is a 20-year
(1993–2012) SWAN simulation, forced with winds from the Climate Forecast System Rea-
nalysis (CFSR), and multimodal spectral boundaries from a partitioned global wave hind-
cast, conducted by the Institut français de recherche pour l’exploitation de la mer
(IFREMER) (Rascle et al. 2008; Ardhuin et al. 2011; Rascle and Ardhuin 2013), with the
WW3 wave model (Tolman 2009). Each node/boundary point of the IFREMER hindcast
contains estimated parameters of integrated wave height (Hs), energy period (Te), mean
direction (um) and directional spread (su), plus partitioned parameters (Hsn, Tpn, u pn

andsupn, {n = 1, . . ., 6}),where thefirst partition (n = 1) describeswind-seawaves (regard-
less of whether these waves are available in a given sea state) and the next 5 represent the
different swell systems (sorted by wave height) that may be present in the same sea state.

For all boundary points, the wave height of eachWW3 partition was corrected accord-
ing to the wave type (wind or swell), direction and the available satellite data, as per Albu-
querque et al. (2018). The corrected wave partitions were used to reconstruct the
multimodal wave spectra as described in Albuquerque et al. (2021) prior to the downscal-
ing. The downscaled database (also available at https://coastalhub.science/data) provides
an extensive list of integral and partitioned wave parameters, extending from (164.5◦ E,
50.0◦ S) to (181.0◦ E, 31.5◦ S) and constituting of a 4-level set of nested grids (28, 9, 3 and
1 km spatial resolution and 3-hourly output cycle) throughout New Zealand. Validation
with the available buoys showed good agreement between the hindcast and in situ
measurements, suggesting that this database is adequate for the comparison.

Other studies use more than one hindcast together with satellite data in order to esti-
mate the uncertainty of the hindcast period as well. In the case of New Zealand, such an
approach was discarded for three reasons: first, the wave height boundaries of our hind-
cast were previously corrected with satellite data as previously stated; second, from the
two published regional wave hindcasts available, the one described in Gorman et al.
(2003a 2003b) provides an overlap of only 5 years with the 20yhcast while the one
used in Godoi et al. (2016) presents larger values of RMSE and negative bias compared
to the 20yhcast, and; third, data from global hindcasts such as the ERA-Interim (Dee et al.
2011), used as reference hindcast in similar studies, are too coarse (grid resolution ∼110
km) to properly represent the New Zealand area.
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2.3. COWCLIP project wave simulations

During the first phase of the COWCLIP project (Hemer et al. 2012), wind forcings of the
historic period (1986–2005) of twelve GCMs were used to conduct a series of near-global
(latitude 80◦ S–80◦ N) 1◦ resolution wave simulations (Hemer and Trenham 2016).
Under the second phase of the COWCLIP project, the twenty-first century’s near-
future (2026–2045) and end (2081–2100) time slices of these GCMs were simulated
under two different RCP (4.5 and 8.5) scenarios (Morim et al. 2019).

The spectral domain of these simulations consisted of 24 directional bins and 25 fre-
quencies ranging non-linearly from 0.04 to 0.5 Hz. The ST3 parametrization (Bidlot et al.
2007) was adopted to run the WW3model. The results available consist of 6-hourly grids
containing integrated parameters of Hs, Tm, fp, um and up, as well as similar parameters
for wind-sea and swell waves.

2.4. Model selection and boundary forcings

Given the wide range of global wave simulations forced by GCMs available, their
different time slices and scenarios, choosing a set of models to downscale can easily
become an issue regarding computational and storage resources. In the present study,
the downscaling of each selected GCM unfolds in five different simulations (historic
period, near-future and end of twenty-first century, the latter two under RCPs 4.5 and
8.5). With that in mind, our approach was to restrict the simulations to the three
models that better represent the atmospheric patterns that generate the waves around
New Zealand.

Atmospheric parameters of sea level pressure fields (SLP) have been extensively used
in statistical downscaling (SD) studies to predict the wave climate at the regional scale,
including the New Zealand waters (Rueda et al. 2019). An SD study regarding storm
surge projections (Cagigal et al. 2020) assessed and ranked (Perez et al. 2014) 39
GCMs based on their skill in representing SLP patterns around New Zealand. From
the top five performing models (ACCESS1.0, EC-EARTH, MRI-ESMI, MIROC5,
CNRM-CM5 respectively), we chose the top three ranked models that had boundary for-
cings available from the COWCLIP project, i.e. ACCESS1.0, MIROC5 and CNRM-CM5.
The details of the selected models are shown in Table 1.

2.5. Spectral reconstruction

Minding how limited the unimodal spectrum is in representing the wave parameters in
areas such as New Zealand (Albuquerque et al. 2021), and the potential implications of
such limitations when estimating uncertainty between the downscaled GCMs waves and

Table 1. Names and spatial resolution of the CMIP5 GCMs used for wave and wind forcings in this
study.
Model Full model name Atm. res. (lon, lat)

ACCESS1.0 Australian Community Climate and Earth System Simulator 1.0 1.88 × 1.25
CNRM-
CM5

Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques Coupled Global Climate Model, ver. 5 1.4 × 1.4

MIROC5 Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate, version 5 1.4 × 1.4
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our hindcast, we reconstructed the spectral boundary forcings with all the information of
wind-sea and swell waves available in COWCLIP. Among the wave parameters provided
in the WW3 projections, we used the estimations of significant wave height, peak period
and peak direction for bulk parameters, as well as significant wave height and peak period
of wind-seas and swells (Hs(sea/swell), Tp(sea/swell)) and mean direction of wind-seas (um(sea)).

The wind-sea fraction of the reconstructed wave spectra was based on Hs(sea), Tp(sea)

and um(sea), as we assumed um(sea) ≈ u p(sea). For swells, we used Hs(swell), Tp(swell), and esti-
mated the peak swell direction as the vector difference between the integrated peak direc-
tion and the wind-sea mean direction (Equation (1)).

u p(swell) = arctan
H2

s · Tp · sin (up)− H2
s(sea) · Tp(sea) · sin (um(sea))

H2
s · Tp · cos (up)− H2

s(sea) · Tp(sea) · cos (um(sea))

( )
(1)

The wave spectrum was reconstructed using the JONSWAP spectral formulation (Has-
selmann et al. 1973), with peak enhancement factor (γ) calculated based on the wave
height and peak period as per Torsethaugen et al. (1984); Haver and Nyhus (1986) for
each partition, and the default peak-width (s) parameter values (i.e. sa = 0.07 and
sb = 0.09). The resulting two-dimensional spectrum consisted of 40 frequencies non-
linearly distributed from 0.03 to 1.0 Hz, and 72 directional bins of 5◦.

2.5.1. Directional spread
The spectral reconstruction process also required values of directional spread (su), which
are not available within the COWCLIP wave parameters. In this study, we estimated the
directional spread values using a k-NN regressor (Altman 1992), which works in two
steps: training and predicting. During the training phase, a m-dimensional space is
defined based on m arrays of features related to an array of elements. In the predicting
step, m features are provided to the model, defining a position p in the m-dimensional
space. The model then estimates the predicted element by averaging the k nearest neigh-
bours (elements) from p in the m-dimensional space.

The approach we adopted uses the k-NN regressor relying on the relationship between
f /fp and su (Figure 1A and D) as in previous studies (Forristall and Ewans 1998; Ewans
2001), but without setting a minimum wave height threshold and instead, using the Hs

values as an additional feature when defining the directional spread values position in
the regressor’s m-dimensional space. In order to calculate such values for wind-sea
and swell waves for our training dataset, we used estimated Hsn, Tpn and sun from the
corrected boundary points of the IFREMER hindcast. These boundary forcings were pre-
ferred over the 20yhcast data in order to use wind-sea and swell waves of similar charac-
teristics, as SWAN and WW3 have different physics. The f /fp value was defined by
calculating the integrated value of Tm01 from the available partitions and dividing the par-
tition’s peak period by the integrated mean period (Tpn/Tm01). Values from partition p1
were used to train the wind-sea waves regressor whilst the swell waves regressor was
trained with values from the swell partitions (p2 to p6). For the prediction dataset,
derived from the COWCLIP WW3 boundaries, the values were gathered in a similar
way, however without the need of calculating Tm01 and using only two partitions
(wind-sea or swell) to calculate f /fp and establish its relationship with Hs. The prediction
dataset of wind-sea and swell waves were then used as input to the k-NN regressors,
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which provided, for each pair of (Hs, f /fp), a value of directional spread averaged between
the k = 3 nearest neighbours found in the regressor’s m-dimensional space. Our esti-
mated values of su can be seen in Figure 1, where the first column shows the su

values from WW3, the second column shows the su values from the k-NN regressor,
and the third column shows the comparison between the values of directional spread
from WW3 and the k-NN regressor. Higher values of k resulted in a narrower distri-
bution of values for su.

2.6. Downscaling

Winds have a strong influence over ocean waves. Hence, in order to account for their
effects regarding wave generation and propagation along our regional grids, the original
winds of each model, time slice and RCP scenario were used in our downscaling. Whilst
in terms of time all models share the same 3-hourly resolution, the ACCESS1.0 model
provides wind fields within a spatial resolution (lon, lat) of 1.25◦× 1.875◦, while the
CNRM-CM5 and MIROC-5 models atmospheric resolution is approximately 1.4◦×
1.4◦. The wind fields of each model were interpolated into the grid resolution for the
wave downscaling.

The winds and bimodal boundary forcings described in the previous sections were
used to downscale a 4-level nesting (28, 9, 3 and 1 km) set of grids (Figure 2, 3 km
grids were omitted for the sake of simplicity). The outermost grid (28 km) was used to

Figure 1. Relationship between su (y-axis) and f/fp (x-axis) for the WW3 data and the k-NN regressor
values for sea (A, B) and swell (D, E) waves. Scatterplots comparing the values of su from WW3 (y-axis)
and from the k-NN regressor (x-axis) for seas (C) and swells (F). Colorbar shows the density of prob-
ability of the scatters in figures A, B, D and E while histograms show the probability density function of
the parameter in the respective axis of figures C and F.
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produce uniform conditions of spectral propagation from the outer boundaries to the 9
km grids, in order to minimise the bias on the estimated parameters along the overlap-
ping areas of these grids. Intermediary 3 km spatial resolution grids were nested between
the 9 and 1 km grids in order to better resolve the nearshore processes in shallower waters
without adding much to the total computational effort. Finally, the 1 km grids were
downscaled to assist the nearshore studies of three different areas: Raglan, on the west
coast of New Zealand; Tairua and Tauranga, both along the northeast coast of the
country. While we downscaled 20-year GCM-forced wave simulations for projected
and historic time slices, there is only a 13-year overlap (1993–2005) between the GCM
historical experiment (1986–2005) and the 20yhcast (1993–2012).

The spectral space consisted of 72directions and 34 frequencies exponentially distributed
from 0.03 to 1.0 Hz. A cut-off frequency of 0.5 Hz was applied to themodel’s output follow-
ing the same standard adopted in the reference hindcast. Each 20-year simulationwas run as
40 ‘embarrassingly parallel’ (each SWAN run was able to perform its own computations
independently of the previous run’s results) 6-month non-stationary SWAN runs. In
order to achieve this, a stationary computation was employed to propagate the initial
wave condition (i.e.first time-stepof boundary conditions) of thefirst 6-monthnon-station-
ary simulation. The other 39 runs were started 36 simulation-hours earlier than their first
output cycle, allowing the wave energy to propagate towards the whole grid. This approach
allowed for homogeneous transitions between the results (at the same simulation time) at
the beginning of a simulation and the end of the previous one, regardless of the order
they were computed. The same technique was applied to the nested grids, however, each
of these simulations was still dependent on the run of their ‘parent’ grid. Each simulation
results were stored as integrated and partitioned wave parameters. In total, the historic
period + 2 time slices × 2 RCPs × 3 models were computed, resulting in 300 simulation
years, divided in 6-monthly runs of 7 different grids, that is, 4200 SWAN runs.

Figure 2. Grids and bathymetry used in this study. Dashed lines indicate 28 km resolution grid for the
whole New Zealand, dot-dashed lines indicate 9 km resolution grids for North Island and South Island
and solid lines show the 1 km grids. Resolution of image within each grid corresponds to the actual
bathymetric resolution. Colors represent the depth as per colorbar. Red dots indicate the locations
where the time series of data were analysed.
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2.7. Assessments of historic bias and projected changes

The assessment of the historic bias between GCMs and the 20yhcast included the full 20-
year time slices of the datasets. We ignored the time slice mismatch as the internal vari-
ations of the GCMs are not expected to occur at the same time as those found in obser-
vations (Taylor et al. 2012), and considered the GCMs as being representative of the wave
climate regardless of the period in time (Semedo et al. 2012). We assumed that the differ-
ences between the 20yhcast and the GCMs are not caused by the non-stationarity of the
wave climate, but by model and observation biases (Hemer et al. 2013).

The skill of the GCMs historic wave simulations was assessed in three ways. First, we
calculated the spatial percentage mean bias error (pmbe, here defined as
100∗(GCMhist − 20yhcast)/20yhcast) of yearly and seasonal mean wave parameters –
except for up, which bias was calculated as GCMhist – 20yhcast. Second, we quantified
the spatial biases between GCMs and the reference hindcast by calculating the Pearson’s
correlation coefficient (r), root mean squared error (rmse), normalised mean squared
error (nrmse), bias and pmbe between the grid nodes of the GCMs and the
20yhcast, for annual and seasonal means. Third, we assessed the bias between hindcast’s
and GCMs’ cumulative distributions of wave height at four different locations (points
w: 171.195◦ E, 41.021◦ S, n: 176.809◦ E, 37.083◦ S, e: 174.002◦ E, 43.552◦ S and s:
166.985◦ E, 46.927◦ S, Figure 2) along New Zealand’s west, north, east and south coasts.

The spatial pmbe analysis was conducted for wave parameters of height, as well as its
99th percentile, and peak period (for peak direction we calculated bias). The other stat-
istics were calculated and summarised for Hs, Tp and up, whilst the cumulative distri-
bution bias between GCMs and the 20yhcast was calculated for significant wave height.

For the projected wave climate, the two best-performing models in the historic simu-
lation were analysed. The analysis consisted of using the spatial percentage mean bias
error to measure the changes in wave height and period, and the absolute bias to
measure the change in wave direction between the historical and projected periods.
The statistical significance of the projected changes was calculated using a two-tailed
Welch’s t-test. We produced a summary of the projected changes at sites w, n, e and s,
and calculated the return period of Hs extreme events for all time slices and RCPs by
fitting a General Pareto Distribution (GPD) to the values obtained by a peak over
threshold (POT) method. The storm definition criteria used in the extreme event analysis
is based on Méndez et al. (2006) and accounted for events of wave height larger than the
99th percentile with a duration of at least 3 hours and a 72-hour independence between
peaks.

3. Results

3.1. Historic period: hindcast vs GCM-forced simulations

Figure 3 displays the 20yhcast annual and seasonal mean wave heights on the top left plot,
and themean annual and seasonal percentagemeanbias error inHsbetween theACCESS1.0
(top right), MIROC-5 (bottom left) and CNRM-CM5 (bottom right) models. The
ACCESS1.0 model shows an annual pmbe ranging around 15% on most of the offshore
areas, increasing towards the shore (20%–25%) and reaching up to 35% within the Cook
Strait area. Seasonality shows similar spatial patterns of pmbe, with the differences being
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Figure 3. Annual (large panel) and seasonal (small panels) Hs means of the 20yhcast (top left) and normalised bias in mean Hs between the 20yhcast and the
historical period of the ACCESS1.0 (top right), MIROC-5 (bottom left) and CNRM-CM5 (bottom right) models. Austral summer, autumn, winter and spring are indi-
cated by DJF, MAM, JJA and SON respectively, wave height values for the 20yhcast are shown in the top left colorbar. Top right colorbar indicates the normalised
bias values for all the three models.
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larger during (austral) spring (September, October and November – SON) and summer
(December, January and February – DJF) months, and smaller during autumn (March,
April, May – MAM) and winter (June, July and August – JJA) months. MIROC-5 shows
a Hs pmbe ranging from approximately ±5% to ±20%, the lowest values within the
offshore areas, and the largest values around the west and east coasts of the South Island.
Overall, the Hs values are over estimated along the north and east and under estimated
along the west and south of the domain. Seasonality shows a similar pattern, with
different values during autumn, winter and spring, as well as an inverse pattern in the
summer months. CNRM-CM5 (bottom right plot of Figure 3) exhibits the largest pmbe
in mean Hs, from nearly −20% offshore of New Zealand to −40% along the nearshore,
with larger values near the Cook Strait for yearly Hs. Seasonal values show small changes
compared to the annual mean.

With regards to the mean ofH99
s events, Figure 4 shows the 20yhcast’s annual and sea-

sonal values on the top left plot. The percentage mean bias error in H99
s observed for

ACCESS1.0 (top right plot) has similar annual spatial patterns compared to its mean
Hs (Figure 3), but with lower values (10% along the west and northeast coasts, and 5%
along the southeast coast). Seasonality shows spatial patterns similar to the Hs pmbe
on summer and autumn (the latter having the lowest pmbe), and different patterns
during winter and spring. For MIROC-5 (bottom left plot), the pmbe shows over
(under) estimation of up to 15% (−20%) in H99

s along the northeast of the domain
(northwest of the South Island). Seasonal H99

s patterns are similar to Hs’, but with mod-
erately different pmbe values. Finally, CNRM-CM5 (bottom right of Figure 4) is the most
biased model for H99

s . The model under predicts the extreme events of wave height from
nearly −20% (northwest of the domain) to about −40% (along the west and southeast
coasts). Compared to Hs, seasonality shows larger pmbe for extreme events, and
similar spatial patterns during autumn, winter and spring.

Annual and seasonal peak period values of the 20yhcast are shown in the top left plot
of Figure 5. Percentage mean bias error in Tp of the ACCESS1.0 model (top right plot) is
around−5% through most of the domain, decreasing along the west and east coasts, and
increasing to −12% along the northeast coast. The Cook Strait area shows positive pmbe
of up to 10%. Seasonal pmbe is the largest during summer and the lowest in spring
months, while the negative pmbe observed along the northeast coast is not present
during winter. For MIROC-5 (bottom left plot of Figure 5), Tp is under estimated to
the south (approximately −2%) and west (−4%) of the domain, and over estimated
(up to 16%) along the east, northeast and Cook Strait areas. Summer months show
lower positive pmbe off the west and east coasts, and negative pmbe along the northeast
coast. Regarding the remaining seasons, pmbe increases progressively in autumn, spring
and winter, the latter showing the largest (positive and negative) percentage mean bias
error. CNRM-CM5 (bottom right plot) shows under estimation of Tp through the
whole domain, with values of −18%, −16% and −12% off the west, east and northeast
coasts respectively, decreasing shorewards along the west and east of New Zealand. Sea-
sonality shows increasing pmbe (under estimation) from summer to winter, decreasing
in spring. Winter months also show the lowest pmbe along the northeast coast.

Mean annual and seasonal up calculated from the 20yhcast are presented in the top left
plot of Figure 6. Peak wave direction of the ACCESS1.0 model (Figure 6, top right) is
biased by about 6◦ (clockwise) off the west coast, decreasing to 2◦ along the nearshore.
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Figure 4. Annual (large panel) and seasonal (small panels) H99
s means of the 20yhcast (top left) and normalised bias in mean H99

s between the 20yhcast and the
historical period of the ACCESS1.0 (top right), MIROC-5 (bottom left) and CNRM-CM5 (bottom right) models. Austral summer, autumn, winter and spring are indi-
cated by DJF, MAM, JJA and SON respectively, H99

s values for the 20yhcast are shown in the top left colorbar. Top right colorbar indicates the normalised bias values
for all the three models.
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Figure 5. Annual (large panel) and seasonal (small panels) Tp means of the 20yhcast (top left) and normalised bias in mean Tp between the 20yhcast and the
historical period of the ACCESS1.0 (top right), MIROC-5 (bottom left) and CNRM-CM5 (bottom right) models. Austral summer, autumn, winter and spring are indi-
cated by DJF, MAM, JJA and SON respectively, Tp values for the 20yhcast are shown in the top left colorbar. Top right colorbar indicates the normalised bias values
for all the three models.
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Figure 6. Annual (large panel) and seasonal (small panels) up means of the 20yhcast (top left) and normalised bias in mean up between the 20yhcast and the
historical period of the ACCESS1.0 (top right), MIROC-5 (bottom left) and CNRM-CM5 (bottom right) models. Austral summer, autumn, winter and spring are indi-
cated by DJF, MAM, JJA and SON respectively, up values for the 20yhcast are shown in the top left colorbar. Top right colorbar indicates the bias values in degrees
for all the three models.
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Offshore of the east coast, the bias is small (2◦), increasing to . 16◦ by the North and
South islands coasts, whereas the area to the east of the Cook Strait shows a negative
(anti-clockwise) bias of −10◦. The northeast coast has the most complex spatial bias,
which is negative along the nearshore (−2◦ to −10◦) and the northwest of the domain
(−10◦), with an arch of positive values (. 16◦) stretching from Cape Reinga to East
Cape (the west- and eastmost points of the northeast coast). Along the west of the
domain, seasonal variability shows the same pattern of positive bias, the largest values
during summer and an area of negative bias towards the north during winter. Along
the east, we see the same pattern observed in the annual mean, with a large reduction
of the positive bias along the coast and an increase of the negative bias east of the
Cook Strait during winter. For the northeast coast, the positive and negative biases
change, with the negative (positive) bias present along most of the nearshore
(offshore) areas in summer and spring, this pattern inverts during winter and autumn.
The MIROC-5 model is the most biased with regards to up, along most of the east
(larger than +16◦, positive along the nearshore, negative offshore) and northeast
(larger than +16◦, negative along the nearshore, positive offshore) coasts. Along the
west, bias is negative (approximately −2◦) offshore, increasing shorewards to 4◦–6◦

along the North Island, and up to 10◦–12◦ along the South Island. Seasonal means of
up show similar patterns of positive and negative bias during autumn and winter (with
different spatial distributions). Summer and winter show different patterns of positive
bias along most of the west and northeast, whereas the bias along the east coast is
mostly positive during summer and mostly negative during spring. CNRM-CM5
values of up are the best results this model produced within the analysed variables.
Bias is positive along most of the domain, starting at 12◦ southwest of the domain, pro-
gressively decreasing northwards along the west coast and becoming negative to the
north of the domain. Along the east, the bias is positive (10◦) along the south, increasing
towards the nearshore (. 16◦) of both islands, and negative southeast of the Cook Strait.
The northeast of the domain shows negative bias along the nearshore and positive bias off
the coast. This pattern is also visible (with noticeable differences) during summer, spring
and autumn. During winter, the bias is mostly negative off (positive along) the west and
east coasts, and mostly positive along the northeast coast.

3.1.1. Historic period bias summary
Statistics of r, rmse, nrmse bias and pmbe were calculated by comparing each grid cell of
the annual and seasonal means of the ACCESS1.0, MIROC-5 and CNRM-CM5 models
against the correspondent grid cell of the 20yhcast (note that the normalised statistics
were not calculated for up). Results of the annual means (Table 2) show the
ACCESS1.0 model as the best-performing model in terms of r for all wave parameters
analysed (followed by CNRM-CM5), and the best-performing model regarding wave
direction. MIROC-5 is the best model for Hs and Tp for all the remaining statistics (fol-
lowed by ACCESS1.0), yet it performs poorly on up, showing the smallest r and the
largest rmse for this parameter.

The seasonal variability of these statistics (Table 3) shows results similar to the annual
means (in terms of model skill) for Hs the whole year round, and for Tp during summer
and autumn. ACCESS1.0 is the best-performing model regarding Tp during winter and
spring, as well as up during summer and winter. In autumn and spring, bias in up is the
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smallest for ACCESS1.0 and MIROC-5 respectively, whereas r and rmse are best for
CNRM-CM5 and ACCESS1.0 correspondingly during these seasons.

Biases between observed and modelled cumulative distributions at sites w, n, e and s
(Figure 7) show a general under estimation of Hs by the three GCMs. ACCESS1.0 and
CNRM-CM5 under estimate both the upper and lower tails of the distribution at all

Table 3. Comparison between seasonal mean values of the ACCESS1.0 (A), MIROC-5 (M) and CNRM-
CM5 (C) GCMs, and the reference hindcast for the historic period.

Hs Tp up

Model r rmse nrmse bias pmbe r rmse nrmse bias pmbe r rmse bias

summer – DJF
A 0.985 0.517 0.210 −0.510 −0.207 0.959 0.801 0.074 −0.751 −0.070 0.974 9.245 4.258
M 0.980 0.235 0.095 0.129 −0.052 0.941 0.347 0.032 0.120 −0.011 0.909 18.344 8.368
C 0.982 0.618 0.250 −0.610 −0.247 0.958 1.683 0.156 −1.633 −0.152 0.961 11.660 5.172

autumn – MAM
A 0.990 0.413 0.140 −0.403 −0.136 0.971 0.572 0.049 −0.498 −0.043 0.971 11.110 4.291
M 0.945 0.204 0.069 −0.025 −0.008 0.940 0.440 0.038 0.076 −0.007 0.963 12.344 −4.304
C 0.983 0.818 0.277 −0.803 −0.272 0.969 1.977 0.169 −1.934 −0.166 0.975 8.839 4.707

winter – JJA
A 0.972 0.495 0.153 −0.472 −0.146 0.971 0.568 0.048 −0.487 −0.042 0.963 9.388 −1.620
M 0.680 0.472 0.146 −0.174 −0.054 0.481 1.159 0.099 −0.554 −0.047 0.466 36.219 −20.055
C 0.904 1.070 0.331 −1.023 −0.317 0.916 2.123 0.181 −2.037 −0.174 0.948 9.728 −3.144

spring – SON
A 0.990 0.535 0.183 −0.527 −0.180 0.977 0.430 0.038 −0.323 −0.028 0.943 8.689 0.301
M 0.981 0.288 0.098 −0.236 −0.080 0.946 0.678 0.060 −0.398 −0.035 0.801 16.490 0.199
C 0.987 0.828 0.283 −0.814 −0.278 0.965 1.822 0.160 −1.750 −0.154 0.836 16.155 6.642

Note: Rows display each model, columns show statistics for each wave parameter analysed. Values in bold indicate the
best agreement between models and hindcast.

Figure 7. Quantile–quantile bias in significant wave height between the tree GCMs and the reference
hindcast (GCM – 20yhcast) at sites w (171.195◦ E, 41.021◦ S), n (176.809◦ E, 37.083◦ S), e (174.002◦ E,
43.552◦ S) and s (166.985◦ E, 46.927◦ S). Vertical and horizontal axes show the quantiles and model
bias in metres, respectively.

Table 2. Comparison between annual mean values of the ACCESS1.0 (A), MIROC-5 (M) and CNRM-CM5
(C) GCMs, and the reference hindcast for the historic period.

Hs Tp up

Model r rmse nrmse bias pmbe r rmse nrmse bias pmbe r rmse bias

A 0.989 0.486 0.168 −0.478 −0.165 0.976 0.576 0.051 −0.514 −0.045 0.980 5.964 2.266
M 0.961 0.184 0.063 −0.077 −0.027 0.924 0.552 0.048 −0.190 −0.017 0.919 13.381 −2.425
C 0.982 0.831 0.287 −0.813 −0.281 0.961 1.899 0.167 −1.840 −0.162 0.972 7.284 3.235

Note: Rows display each model, columns show statistics for each wave parameter analysed. Values in bold indicate the
best agreement between models and hindcast.
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locations, whilst MIROC-5 partially over estimates the distribution at sites n (upper tail)
and e (above the 20th percentile).

In summary, the ACCESS1.0 and MIROC-5 models are more accurate in representing
the Hs and Tp parameters. For up, ACCESS1.0 is the most accurate, followed by CNRM-
CM5. In terms of cumulative distributions of significant wave height, MIROC-5 is the
less biased model at the locations analysed, followed by ACCESS1.0 and CNRM-CM5.
These results allow us to define MIROC-5 and ACCESS1.0 as the two most skilled
models, followed by CNRM-CM5.

3.2. NEA21C projections

Projected changes between the historic and projected periods of the ACCESS1.0 and
MIROC-5 models for the twenty-first-century near-future (2026–2045), RCPs 4.5 and
8.5 are displayed in Figures 8 to 11. Changes projected for annual mean Hs of the
ACCESS1.0 model (left plots of Figure 8) shows small values (, +5%) and slight differ-
ences between RCP4.5 (Figure 8, top plots) and RCP8.5 (Figure 8, bottom plots). The
change is positive along the west coast and off the east coast, and negative along the
east coasts and northeast of the domain. Seasonal means show larger positive change
(>5%) during spring along (and off) most of the west and east coasts for both RCPs.
During summer and winter, a larger positive change (>5%) is observed for RCP4.5, as
well as larger areas where the projected change is negative along the northeast coast
for RCP8.5. Although the areas of statistically significant changes (marked with dots)
are not very large for annual means, such areas are remarkably large on the seasonal
means, particularly for RCP4.5. The spring months show the largest areas of significant
changes in both RCPs.

For MIROC-5 (right plots of Figure 8), the change projected for annual Hs follows the
same pattern, i.e. positive along the west and negative along the east coasts (also
, +5%), but with larger positive change (>5%), as well as areas of statistical significance
in RCP8.5 (Figure 8, bottom left plots). Seasonal plots show a larger negative change
(10%) in autumn and a larger positive change in summer (northeast coast) for RCP4.5
(Figure 8, top left plots), whereas larger areas of positive change are present in winter
and spring on RCP8.5. Likewise ACCESS1.0, for MIROC-5 the areas of statistical signifi-
cance are larger during spring for both RCP scenarios.

Projected changes for mean annual H99
s (Figure 9) show a general increase in extreme

wave heights along the west and southeast coasts, and mostly a decrease along the north-
east coast (change ranging up to+10%), for both models and RCPs. Statistically signifi-
cant changes are present along the southwest coast for the two models (both RCPs), and
along the northeast coast for both models in RCP4.5, nearshore for ACCESS1.0, offshore
for MIROC-5. Seasonality shows both models agreeing on a statistically significant
increase in H99

s along the west and southeast of the domain in winter and spring, and
a decrease in H99

s along the northeast in summer and autumn, for RCP4.5 and
RCP8.5. The main areas of inter-model disagreement occur southeast of the domain,
in autumn (RCP4.5).

Projections of Tp show the same pattern of increasing projected changes along the
west and decreasing along the east/northeast (from−2% to 4%, Figure 10). The expected
change of annual Tp means is smaller for ACCESS1.0 (left plots of Figure 10) than for
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Figure 8. Annual (large panel) and seasonal (small panels) normalised Hs bias between the historic and projected (MID21C) periods of the ACCESS1.0 (right plots)
and MIROC-5 (left plots) models, for RCPs 4.5 (top plots) and 8.5 (bottom plots). Austral summer, autumn, winter and spring are indicated by DJF, MAM, JJA and
SON respectively. Bottom left colorbar indicates the normalised bias values between the time slices and the dots mark areas where changes are statistically
significant.
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Figure 9. Annual (large panel) and seasonal (small panels) normalised H99
s bias between the historic and projected (MID21C) periods of the ACCESS1.0 (right plots)

and MIROC-5 (left plots) models, for RCPs 4.5 (top plots) and 8.5 (bottom plots). Austral summer, autumn, winter and spring are indicated by DJF, MAM, JJA and
SON respectively. Bottom left colorbar indicates the normalised bias values between the time slices and the dots mark areas where changes are statistically
significant.
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Figure 10. Annual (large panel) and seasonal (small panels) normalised Tp bias between the historic and projected (MID21C) periods of the ACCESS1.0 (right plots)
and MIROC-5 (left plots) models, for RCPs 4.5 (top plots) and 8.5 (bottom plots). Austral summer, autumn, winter and spring are indicated by DJF, MAM, JJA and
SON respectively. Bottom left colorbar indicates the normalised bias values between the time slices and the dots mark areas where changes are statistically
significant.
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Figure 11. Annual (large panel) and seasonal (small panels) up bias between the historic and projected (MID21C) periods of the ACCESS1.0 (right plots) and
MIROC-5 (left plots) models, for RCPs 4.5 (top plots) and 8.5 (bottom plots). Austral summer, autumn, winter and spring are indicated by DJF, MAM, JJA and
SON respectively. Bottom left colorbar indicates the directional bias values between the time slices and the dots mark areas where changes are statistically
significant.
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MIROC-5 (right plots of Figure 10), as well as the areas of significant changes. Annual
means also show larger projected changes for RCP8.5 (Figure 10, top plots) than for
RCP4.5 (Figure 10, bottom plots), for both ACCESS1.0 and MIROC-5. Seasonal plots
of the ACCESS1.0 model show the largest areas of significant changes, as well as the
largest values (from −2% to >4%), in winter for RCP4.5 and spring for RCP8.5. For
MIROC-5, the seasons with the largest extent of significant changes are winter and
spring, with values ranging around +4% in RCP4.5 and from −4% to 6% in RCP8.5.

Projected change of annual wave direction (Figure 11) is generally anti-clockwise
along the west (� −2◦), and clockwise along the east coasts for both models (about 6◦

for ACCESS1.0, and 2◦ to 4◦ for MIROC-5, left and right plots of Figure 11 respectively)
and RCPs (Figure 11, top plots for RCP4.5, bottom plots for RCP8.5). Along the west
coast, models only disagree in the projected seasonal change in summer, for RCP8.5,
with areas of significant change varying according to model and RCP. Along the east
coast, the models show opposing changing patterns during summer for RCP4.5:
through northeast, ACCESS1.0 anti-clockwise and MIROC-5 clockwise whilst
ACCESS1.0 is clockwise and MIROC-5 is anti-clockwise along the southeast coast.
Diverging patterns of projected seasonal change (positive for ACCESS1.0, negative for
MIROC-5) are also present along the northeast coast during winter.

3.3. END21C projections

Projected changes for the END21C time slice (2081–2100), RCPs 4.5 and 8.5 are displayed in
Figures 12 to 15 for both the ACCESS1.0 and MIROC-5 models. Projected changes in mean
annualHs (largeplots ofFigure12) arepositive through thewest coast andnegative alongmost
of the east coasts, with a larger area of positive change (values of up to >10%) in RCP4.5
(Figure 12, top) than in RCP8.5 (Figure 12, bottom), and a larger negative projected change
in RCP8.5 (∼10% for ACCESS1.0, ∼20% for MIROC-5) than in RCP4.5 (∼5% for
ACCESS1.0, ∼20% for MIROC-5). The areas of statistically significant changes are present
in both the regions of negative and positive changes, and are larger for ACCESS1.0 in
RCP4.5 than in RCP8.5, whereas for MIROC-5 they are very similar in both RCPs. Seasonal
data shows models agreeing well in sign on winter and spring (except for the south east coast
during spring) for bothRCPs, alsowith a large extent of statistically significant changes, whilst
autumn shows the smallest agreement in sign between RCPs for both models.

Projected changes for events of extreme wave height of the ACCESS1.0 model (left of
Figure 13) show a larger area of negative values for RCP4.5 (Figure 13, top plots) than for
RCP8.5 (Figure 13, bottom plots) whereas MIROC-5 (Figure 13, right) shows the oppo-
site. The general spatial pattern still suggests an increase in wave height through the
southwest, whilst along most of the other coasts the wave height is expected to decrease.
Seasonal plots of both models and RCPs agree in a reduction of H99

s during summer, and
an increase (decrease) along the west (northeast) during winter and spring, yet with a few
spatial differences between the areas of agreement in sign, depending on model and RCP.
The extent of the statistically significant areas observed forH99

s are larger for the END21C
time slice than for the NEA21C time slice.

While for ACCESS1.0 model the projected change in annual mean Tp shows an overall
decrease (down to−4%) along the northeast coast and an increase (up to 4%) throughout
the west and southeast coasts (Figure 14, left), for MIROC-5 we see a slight increase
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Figure 12. Annual (large panel) and seasonal (small panels) normalised Hs bias between the historic and projected (NEA21C) periods of the ACCESS1.0 (right plots)
and MIROC-5 (left plots) models, for RCPs 4.5 (top plots) and 8.5 (bottom plots). Austral summer, autumn, winter and spring are indicated by DJF, MAM, JJA and
SON respectively. Bottom left colorbar indicates the normalised bias values between the time slices and the dots mark areas where changes are statistically
significant.
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Figure 13. Annual (large panel) and seasonal (small panels) normalised H99
s bias between the historic and projected (NEA21C) periods of the ACCESS1.0 (right

plots) and MIROC-5 (left plots) models, for RCPs 4.5 (top plots) and 8.5 (bottom plots). Austral summer, autumn, winter and spring are indicated by DJF, MAM, JJA
and SON respectively. Bottom left colorbar indicates the normalised bias values between the time slices and the dots mark areas where changes are statistically
significant.
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Figure 14. Annual (large panel) and seasonal (small panels) normalised Tp bias between the historic and projected (NEA21C) periods of the ACCESS1.0 (right plots)
and MIROC-5 (left plots) models, for RCPs 4.5 (top plots) and 8.5 (bottom plots). Austral summer, autumn, winter and spring are indicated by DJF, MAM, JJA and
SON respectively. Bottom left colorbar indicates the normalised bias values between the time slices and the dots mark areas where changes are statistically
significant.
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Figure 15. Annual (large panel) and seasonal (small panels) normalised up bias between the historic and projected (NEA21C) periods of the ACCESS1.0 (right plots)
and MIROC-5 (left plots) models, for RCPs 4.5 (top plots) and 8.5 (bottom plots). Austral summer, autumn, winter and spring are indicated by DJF, MAM, JJA and
SON respectively. Bottom left colorbar indicates the directional bias values between the time slices and the dots mark areas where changes are statistically
significant.
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(� 2%) along the west and a substantial decrease (down to −12%) along the eastern
coasts (Figure 14, right). The projected changes of ACCESS1.0 and MIROC-5 increase
from RCP4.5 to RCP8.5 (top vs bottom plots of Figure 14), however, the difference
between RCPs is subtle for MIROC-5. Statistical significance of the projected values is
present where |pmbe| .�2%. Seasonal means show the largest increase in Tp for
ACCESS1.0 during spring, followed by winter, and the opposite (largest increase in
winter followed by spring) for MIROC-5. The largest decrease in Tp occurs in summer
for both models, yet areas of increase are observed for ACCESS1.0.

Annual mean of peak wave direction projected change is anti-clockwise along the west
coast and clockwise along the southeast coast for both models (Figure 15, left plots for
ACCESS1.0, right plots for CNRM-CM5). Along the northeast coast, the statistical sig-
nificance of the changes is mostly offshore – the change is partially anti-clockwise and
clockwise for ACCESS1.0 in RCP4.5 (top plots of Figure 15), whereas for RCP8.5
(bottom plots of Figure 15) and CNRM-CM5 it is clockwise. Larger directional change
is projected for ACCESS1.0 in RCP4.5 (2◦ to 6◦ along the west, 8◦ to 16◦ along the
east) than in RCP8.5 (4◦ for the west, 6◦ to 12◦ for the east), while for CNRM-CM5,
larger changes are expected along the west (4◦ to 8◦) and east (>16◦) coasts for both
RCPs. Seasonal values show the same directional pattern along the west and southeast
coasts, with different intensities (and statistical significance) depending on model and
RCP. For the northeast coast, the seasonal projected change is similar between
ACCESS1.0 and CNRM-CM5 during summer (clockwise) and fall (anti-clockwise/clock-
wise), and the opposite during winter and spring.

3.4. Site-specific wave projections’ summary and return period analysis

Essentially, we observe increasing wave heights along the south/west coast and decreas-
ing wave heights along the north/east coast for annual mean values of Hs, with the inten-
sity of the change increasing towards the end of the century. In general, the differences in
mean Hs between the RCP scenarios are small (, 5%p), with RCP4.5 showing the largest
positive change and RCP8.5 the largest negative change at the END21C period for both
models. For H99

s events, the extent of the observed positive change is larger in the
NEA21C period, for both models and RCPs. Towards the END21C period,
ACCESS1.0 shows larger values of positive change along the southwest, together with
larger values of negative change along the north and southeast for RCP8.5, while an
overall negative change is observed for RCP4.5. For MIROC-5, the projected change
in H99

s follows the same pattern observed in Hs during END21C: a larger positive
change on RCP4.5 and a larger negative change on RCP8.5.

For wave period, the same trend of increasing (positive along the west, negative along
the east) values towards the end of the century is observed. We note the increasing trend
is similar between ACCESS1.0 and MIROC-5, with the latter showing the Tp increment
over a larger area during the NEA21C, for the two RCPs. The increasing trend becomes
more evident for ACCESS1.0 on RCP8.5 during the END21C time slice, whereas for
MIROC-5, the most remarkable change is the reduction of Tp along the west coasts
for the same RCP and time slice.

Projected wave direction of both models shows a progressive anti-clockwise rotation
along the west and clockwise rotation along the southeast coast towards the end of the
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century for the two RCPs. Along the northeast, the rotation is mostly clockwise for the
two models, time slices and RCPs, except for ACCESS1.0, which shows anti-clockwise
changes in RCP4.5 during the NEA21C and END21C time slices.

The results presented are quantified in Table 4, which shows projected changes at four
different locations along the west (w), north (n), east (e) and south (s) of New Zealand.
The sign and intensity of the changes vary for each point, time frame and RCP scenario.
Despite the overall agreement between the models, point e shows some remarkable dis-
agreement in wave height and wave period. It should be noted too that, despite the small
number of parameters with statistically significant changes (annual mean) at each
location, seasonally, nearly all the changes in parameters are statistically significant at
these sites.

The POT method applied to the historic simulations identified an average of ∼4 to
∼5 storm events per year at the study sites for ACCESS1.0 and ∼5 to ∼8 for MIROC-
5. The number of storm events identified during the projected simulations varied for
each site according to time slice and RCP. Return periods of extreme events at each
site show lower return levels for ACCESS1.0 (Figure 16) than for MIROC-5 (Figure
17). For ACCESS1.0, at site w, the return levels of wave height are larger for three
out of the four projected periods, being NEA21C RCP8.5 and END21C RCP4.5
the time slices with the largest and lowest return levels respectively.

At points n and e, the historic return levels are higher than the projected levels, except
for NEA21C RCP4.5 at site e. The lowest return levels are END21C RCP4.5 for point n
and END21C RCP8.5 at point e. Finally, at site s the return levels are the largest (∼9 to
∼11 metres as opposed to ∼6 to ∼8 at the other sites) and show a relationship between
return levels similar to site w, but with the largest return values expected for END21C
RCP8.5 projection.

For MIROC-5, the return levels are larger for the projected time slices than for the
historic simulation at points n and e, whereas at point w the historic return levels are
below the NEA21C projections and above the END21C projections. At point s, the his-
toric return levels are the largest, together with the NEA21C RCP8.5 period, which also
shows the largest return levels at points w and n. At site e, the END21C RCP4.5 projec-
tion has the largest return levels.

Table 4. Summary table of projected changes for New Zealand at specific locations (Figure 2).
w n e s

Hs H99
s Tp up Hs H99

s Tp up Hs H99
s Tp up Hs H99

s Tp up

AM4 3.2 4.6 0.3 0.1 −2.7 −10.6 −1.2 −1.9 −0.0 3.5 0.7 4.8 3.6 5.6 0.2 0.4
AM8 2.2 5.7 0.7 −0.7 −4.3 −7.5 −1.0 −0.1 −0.6 −0.6 0.7 4.6 3.4 6.5 0.6 0.4
AE4 6.0 0.5 0.6 −2.9 −6.3 −16.2 −4.3 1.0 −0.3 −10.0 2.3 11.5 8.5 0.0 −0.3 −1.3
AE8 3.6 5.2 2.6 −2.8 −11.8 −14.8 −4.8 4.1 −2.6 −6.4 2.6 9.9 6.3 8.1 1.8 −1.2
MM4 2.9 6.8 1.6 −0.3 −3.2 −2.6 −1.0 2.2 −2.1 2.6 −0.2 4.1 2.6 5.3 1.0 3.6
MM8 5.6 7.3 1.9 −0.0 1.0 2.1 −0.1 1.5 0.3 2.8 −0.3 2.3 3.7 5.0 1.4 2.5
ME4 5.9 2.7 1.1 −5.9 −13.3 −2.3 −12.3 2.0 −15.6 3.6 −8.5 20.8 5.1 −2.3 −1.5 7.6
ME8 5.5 2.2 1.0 −6.3 −16.0 −7.8 −12.4 5.0 −16.9 −3.0 −7.9 22.6 5.9 −2.6 −1.8 8.1

Note: The different wave parameters for points w (171.195◦ E, 41.021◦ S), n (176.809◦ E, 37.083◦ S), e (174.002◦ E, 43.552◦
S) and s (166.985◦ E, 46.927◦ S) are shown in columns. Rows show the models (A for ACCESS-1.0, M for MIROC5) under
different scenarios (4 for RCP4.5, 8 for RCP8.5) and time slices (M for NEA21C, E for END21C). Bold values indicate stat-
istically significant changes in seasonal means, bold italic values indicate statistically significant changes in annual
means. Projected changes in Hs , H99

s and Tp are shown in % while for up are in and degrees.
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4. Discussion

The methodology chosen to select the GCM has been successfully applied in a number of
studies (Perez et al. 2014, 2015; Cagigal et al. 2020) and has ranked as first a model
(ACCESS1.0) that can fairly represent the wave climate of New Zealand. However, our

Figure 17. MIROC-5 historic and projected return periods of annual maxima at locations w (171.195◦

E, 41.021◦ S), n (176.809◦ E, 37.083◦ S), e (174.002◦ E, 43.552◦ S) and s (166.985◦ E, 46.927◦ S). Vertical
and horizontal axes show the return levels and years, respectively. Lines represent values from the
fitted GEV distribution, scatters show the GCM values.

Figure 16. ACCESS1.0 historic and projected return periods of annual maxima at locations w (171.195◦

E, 41.021◦ S), n (176.809◦ E, 37.083◦ S), e (174.002◦ E, 43.552◦ S) and s (166.985◦ E, 46.927◦ S). Vertical
and horizontal axes show the return levels and years, respectively. Lines represent values from the
fitted GEV distribution, scatters show the GCM values.
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analysis showed that MIROC5 (ranked as 4th) has better skill in representing wave height
and period, in particular the Hs cumulative distribution. The 5th model in the rank
(CNRM-CM5) did not perform as well as the others in terms of wave height and
period, but was more skilled than MIROC-5 in representing the wave direction. The
differences observed between the rank and the models’ results can be attributed to the
fact that the good skill of these GCM in simulating ‘standard’ climate variables (i.e. temp-
erature, precipitation, etc.), does not imply the similar performance of such models for
wave simulations (Hemer and Trenham 2016). At the same time, MIROC-5 and
CNRM-CM5’s unexpected skill in representing wave direction suggests a future investi-
gation into how their weather patterns (SLP) frequency may influence wave height and
direction.

The overall yearly and seasonal agreement between the 20yhcast, ACCESS1.0 and
MIROC-5 suggests these models have good skill in simulating the wave climate
around New Zealand. The differences observed in wave direction for the three models
appear to be in line with the biases present in their wind directions (Figure 1 of the sup-
plementary material). In general, the directional bias of the westerly winds across New
Zealand could be explained by the models’ coarse resolution and the complex orography
of the North and South islands (Cavaleri and Bertotti 2004). As a result, an anti-clockwise
shift in wave direction (comparable to the wind direction bias) observed eastwards of the
Cook Strait is likely to be caused by the rough representation of the strait in the models
and the under estimation of the wind channelling effects (Harris 1990; Albuquerque et al.
2021) associated to it. Other directional disparities in winds (e.g. clockwise northwards of
36◦ S and other seasonal biases in the westerlies) may be explained by the models’ rep-
resentation of the sub-tropical high and the trade winds, as well as the models’ westerly
jet location and bias. Clockwise wave direction bias along the arch off the northeast coast
is likely to be caused by the biases in wind speed off this shore. The larger wind speed
observed in the models generates more waves off this coast as the fetch distance increases,
causing this change in wave direction. Another particular case worth noting is the anti-
clockwise wave direction bias of MIROC-5 along the southeast of the domain, which is
not in line with the wind direction bias. Such alteration is likely to be present in the swell
waves and might be related to the characteristics of the model’s westerly jet. In order to
separate and quantify the amount of bias caused by the coarse winds from the directional
bias present in the boundary forcings, two future studies are suggested: the first assessing
the differences between wind-seas and swells for GCMs and the 20yhcast, and the second,
conducting the downscaling of the GCMs forced waves using downscaled GCMs winds.

For biases in wave height and period, however, the potential causes are not as
straightforward to define. The differences between GCMs and CFSR wind speed
observed in our grid are able to explain part of the biases in Hs or Tp, for instance,
the positive wind speed annual bias off the northeast coast, and the smaller annual
bias of Hs and Tp along the same area. Regarding the remaining biases in Hs or Tp,
which are present on the boundary forcings of our grids, they are likely to be
related to the location and intensity of each GCM’s westerly jet (� 1.5◦ northwards
and � −1.7 m/s for ACCESS1.0, � 2.8◦ northwards and � −3.5 m/s for MIROC-5
and � 2.7◦ northwards and � −2.5 m/s for CNRM-CM5, as per Bracegirdle et al.
(2013)), as well as other intrinsic model characteristics or limitations that are out of
the scope of the present study.
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With regard to wave climate projections, our results from ACCESS1.0 and MIROC-5
are in agreement with studies of global wave simulation ensembles for both CMIP3 and
CMIP5 experiments (Hemer et al. 2013; Morim et al. 2019, among others). The wave
climate changes projected to occur towards the twenty-first century are widely available
in the literature and strongly tied to well-documented large-scale changes in atmospheric
circulation patterns due to climate change. Along the Southern Ocean (and New Zealand
area), the potential main drivers for projected changes are the poleward shift and inten-
sification of the westerly jet (Barnes and Polvani 2013; Bracegirdle et al. 2017), as well as
the same directional shift of the high-pressure sub-tropical ridge (Hemer et al. 2013) and
the extra-tropical storm tracks (Bengtsson et al. 2006; Shaw et al. 2016).

The westerly jet shift and intensification can cause a general increase in Hs and Tp, as
well as a counter-clockwise rotation of up along the areas exposed to these waves (Hemer
et al. 2013). Such changes have been observed in our results, with different intensities for
each model, time slice and RCP scenario.

Low wind speeds are associated with the latitudes adjacent to the sub-tropical high
ridge. Southwards of the ridge, the westerlies reduce in speed and the extra-tropical
storms are blocked (Hemer et al. 2013; Wandres et al. 2017), which can induce a decrease
in wave height along New Zealand’s north and east coasts as the sub-tropical high shifts
southwards. Such displacement of the sub-tropical high can be observed by the change in
signal of the yearly wind bias, and by the shift of this change of signal northwards during
austral winter and spring, and southwards during summer and autumn (supplementary
Figures 2 and 3).

For ACCESS1.0 and MIROC-5, the projected changes in mean wave height for
RCP8.5 are smaller than for RCP4.5 on the END21C time slice. However, the projected
changes in wave period and wave direction are larger. This is can be explained by the
stronger poleward shift of the westerly jet by the end of the twenty-first century in
RCP8.5, and a degradation of the waves generated in the Southern Ocean into swells
before reaching New Zealand. Such swells are likely to contribute less with the wave
height than with the wave period and direction. A future study analysing swells and
wind-seas separately is suggested, as this data was also produced in our simulations.

For extreme wave heights, the positive changes along the west and south coasts (rep-
resented by points w and s) we see in ACCESS1.0 during the NEA21C period can be
related to the increased intensity of storms on this time slice for both RCPs (see Table
1 of the supplementary material). For the END21C period, while the intensification of
the storms can explain the projected increase in wave height observed on RCP8.5, the
larger number of storms with smaller intensity in RCP4.5 appears to cause the projected
increase in H99

s . Along the area represented by point n, the decrease in extreme wave
height events may be due to the decrease in the intensity of the storms. The east coast
(represented by point e) shows an increase in H99

s (for NEA21C and RCP4.5) which
may be caused by the reduced number of more intense storms, and a decrease in H99

s ,
potentially caused by a larger number of extreme events of lower intensity. The same
relationship between the projected increase in H99

s and the number/intensity of storms
shown for ACCESS1.0 is likely to drive the projected changes and return periods for
MIROC-5, as per supplementary Table 1.

Many of the studies on wave projections rely on ensembles of models which, provide
benefits such as (i) reduced biases during historical simulations, as models whose results
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are too far from the other ensemble members are likely to be outweighed on the ensemble
mean, (ii) the identification of areas of robust projected changes, based on the agreement
of the ensemble members and (iii) the possibility of isolating and quantifying the uncer-
tainties within each model simulation.

Despite the value of the wave ensemble-based studies, the benefits of individual model
analysis are also evident. New Zealand lies in an area where the wave and atmospheric
changes are quite sensitive to the scenarios and time slices, as it is widely exposed to
the large atmospheric processes that are being altered by climate change (i.e. shifts of
the sub-tropical high, westerly jet and storm tracks), and differently affected by each of
them. Along this area, where every model has a specific bias, the annual and seasonal dis-
placements of the sub-tropical high are likely to be smoothed out by the ensemble mean,
which can potentially hinder the identification of such displacements, in particular for
NEA21C projections.

Within the scenarios and time slices considered for the present study, the spatial
distribution of the changes in projected wave height of the ACCESS1.0 and
MIROC-5 models also follows the variability in the position and width of the sub-tro-
pical high ridge. The model with the largest shift of the ridge (i.e. MIROC-5) projects
the largest negative change along the eastern coasts – such patterns are evident for
both the annual and seasonal mean biases observed along the northeast and east
coasts. The projected intensification of the trade winds, which has been documented
in the literature, is not as clear to observe due to the size of our domain. Along the
west, the projected changes can be related to the shifts of the westerly jet and the
storm tracks, which become more evident during winter and autumn – yet the predo-
minant pattern is a projected increase in wave height and wind speed, the reader
should note that for both models there are changes in the number and intensity of
extreme events.

We must stress to the reader at this point that our study is based on the assumption
that the bias between the models and the 20yhcast remains the same during the historical
and projected periods. Even though the same approach has been adopted in other studies
in the literature (Lemos et al. 2020), we recommend our results be interpreted qualitat-
ively, and with a relative sense to the wave climate of the area.

The projected changes affect sediment transport, coastal mixing and erosion, as
these processes are dependent on the incident energy flux (Masselink and Pattiaratchi
2001; Wandres et al. 2017). Since shoreline stability is sensitive to directional wave
changes (Harley et al. 2017; Barnard et al. 2017), the projected anomalies
can severely affect the current equilibrium state of New Zealand’s beaches as well
as nearshore structures. Hence, the database here presented can be of great value
for studies of the assessment and mitigation of coastal hazards driven by climate
change.

5. Conclusion

The present study simulated the nearshore projected changes in the wave climate of
New Zealand using three models of the 5th phase of the Climate Model Intercom-
parison Project: ACCESS1.0, MIROC5 and CNRM-CM5. The simulations included
the historic (1986–2005), near-term (2026–2045) and end (2081–2100) of the
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twenty-first-century time slices. The two projected periods were simulated under two
different representative concentration pathways (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). The models
were chosen based on their skill in representing the weather patterns of New
Zealand from reanalysis data during their historic experiments and the availability
of boundary forcings with the same wave modelling method, which were obtained
from the Coordinated Ocean Wave Climate Project. Bimodal spectral boundary for-
cings of models historic and projected periods were reconstructed using the
JONSWAP formulation and a k-NN regressor to define values of directional
spread. Waves of the historic and projected experiments were downscaled with
the SWAN wave model. The models’ skill in representing the regional wave
climate was estimated by comparing their historic period with a 20-year hindcast
of New Zealand. The two best-performing models in representing the historical
regional wave climate of New Zealand had their projected changes assessed and
our main findings are summarised below:

. The k-NN regressor is a good estimator for values of directional spread

. Wave height and period projected changes consist of an increase along the west/south
and a decrease throughout the north/east coasts of New Zealand

. Projected wave directions show a counter-clockwise rotation along the west coast due
to the southward shift and intensification of the westerly jet, and a clockwise rotation
along the southwest

. Seasonality of projected changes is larger than the annual mean, and shows larger
areas of statistically significant results compared to the annual means

. In RCP4.5, due to a smaller poleward shift of the westerly jet, the positive pmbe in
mean wave height is larger than in RCP8.5 in the END21C time slice. The positive
pmbe in Tp and up however, are larger in RCP8.5

. Model agreement in terms of projected POT events suggests a reduction in the
number of storms but an increase in storm intensity along the west and south
coasts for NEA21C RCP8.5 (and the opposite for END21C RCP4.5), a reduction in
the intensity of the storms along the north for END21C RCP8.5, an increase in the
number of storms with a reduction on their intensity along the east for END21C
RCP8.5

. The projected reduction in wave height along the northeast coast is likely to be caused
by a poleward shift of the high-pressure sub-tropical ridge

. The analysis of individual model ensembles over a relatively wide range of RCP scen-
arios and time slices allows for a better identification and understanding of the wave/
atmosphere changes projected to occur towards the end of the century. This is particu-
larly interesting for New Zealand due to its position regarding the sub-tropical ridge
and the westerly jet
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